
The Honorable Senator Rubio, 
United State Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Joel Caplan 

 
September 7, 2018 
 
Dear Staff-member of Honorable Senator Rubio, 
 
I would like to set up a meeting with Senator Rubio either in Florida or Washington D.C. Regarding the 
following case which was $100,000,000 electric bike Chinese Stock Fraud.  Like hundreds of others, 
these cases are unsettled and remain open with thousands of shareholders like me praying for 
justice.  Please see the following letter for more detail. 
 
Sincerely, 
Joel Caplan 

 
 

 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
Dear Senator Rubio, cc: President Trump, Honorable Colleen McMahon and respected Staffmembers, 
 
I cannot commend you enough on your recent article in the Washington Post to introduce legislation to 
end "The China Hustle". 
 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/its-time-to-end-the-china-hustle-on-us-stock-
exchanges/2018/08/30/50137c1a-ac8d-11e8-8a0c-70b618c98d3c story.html?noredirect=on 
 
 
As a defrauded shareholders who lost more than ten years of savings in these frauds,  I hope and pray 
with all my heart that not only will your legislation become law so that tens of thousands if not 
hundreds of thousands of other American investors will avoid the severe economic losses that I have had 
but that the hundreds of Chinese billionaires and government agents will see that it will ultimately be 
to their benefit to work with the SEC to pay off the dozens of US Court Judgements  US Court 
Receiverships and Court-ordered "put-options" to restore trust. 
 
As you have stated so clearly, if China wants to come to the US to raise capital they should follow our 
rules and when found guilty of financial crimes or fraudulent accounting, the responsible parties 
should pay the just penalities to those like me and thousands of others that have been harmed by their 
tricks and shenanigans. 
 
One such case the case 9542-VCMR in the Delaware Court of Chancery.  In this case the Chinese 
government merely took over the factories thus protecting the criminals and principals and never 
communicated with the shareholders again.  The Delaware Court of Chancery ordered a put-option of 
$27.50/share on about 6 million shares and suddenly a company that had been claiming to be profitable 
(so that they could sell stock) was actually bankrupt and could not pay anything.  Not just weird and 
absurd but a complete abuse of our system of laws. 
 
I would like to meet with you if possible to share my Court Documents and story.   And to emphasize the 
point that these companies by and large paid taxes to the the IRS and the US Treasury on profits that 
were fictious.  They really just bribed the US Treasury by doing stock offerings and then through 
ficitious accounting using that money to pay taxes and defense attorneys with stolen money. 
 
A Federal Judge, her Honorable Colleen McMahon said this in an open hearing regarding my statements in 
Court in the Southern District of New York on December 13, 2013 under case 1:11-cv-02279-CM 

MR. CAPLAN:  Right.  And it is compounded by the fact that this is happening with a large number of 

Chinese companies.  So when that number $225 million is multiplied by 10 or 20, it is a huge amount of 

money that is leaving the country, and there is no recourse. 

THE COURT:  It is interesting, because if what you are talking about is a widespread phenomenon that is 

detrimental to the United States economy, it ought to be of interest to someone at some level of 

government.  A Court of Law dealing with a discrete situation is probably not the best forum for 

working out the policy issue of whether, I don't know, Chinese companies ought to be able to distribute 

stock in the United States.  It might be an issue of interest to the business press if there is in fact 

this broad-based, widespread phenomenon happening, over and over again, these companies are turning out 

to go bust, and all the investment from the United States ends up in China and there is no return.  I 

would think that somebody from Bloomberg or the Wall Street Journal would be very interested in 

that.” (Transcript December 13, 2013, page 18) 

So as you know in addition to the 65 Billion dollars in property theft, various Chinese business 
persons with cover from the Communist Chinese government also caused investment losses of over 35-50 
Billion dollars in the China Hustle resulting in losses of tens of billion of dollars to Americans.  






